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Before the Beginning
The writing of the philosophy began 25 years ago, almost to
the day, in a swimming pool. And it began with this:
Mark Fidrych, the pitcher, with bases loaded and
the game in the balance, calmed his nerves with
thoughts of universal death, in 10 or 20 billion
years.
Shakespeare, and more clearly still Sakyamuni,
discerned that, if all is time, and time is change,
neither time nor change could be what they appear,
could be anything at all. The world of the Western
God, seen from on high, as of the Buddha, seen
from anywhere, is a world without concepts. In
such a world, from such a perspective, disease, old
age, and death find resolution.
But this surely is our world too. And so the question
returns: What is time?
Experiences such as John von Neumann’s sustained the
development. Von Neumann worked on the Manhattan
Project; designed the ENIAC, the first electronic computer;
created game theory; and screamed himself to death . . .
not from the physical pain of the prostate cancer that would
take his life—drugs, then as now, could control such pain—
but from the mental anguish of the dying process.
Physicians say candidly that no one dies well. Dying is death
by a thousand cuts, and this remains the most horrific of
tortures—not, as commonly misunderstood, bleeding to
death from a thousand nicks, but the progressive and
inexorable disembodiment of the human personality.
Officials cordoned off the wing of the hospital where John
von Neumann lay dying, fearing that, in his anguish, he’d
scream out national security secrets.
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Von Neumann was a Catholic. Priests came to comfort him,
but to no avail. And we shouldn’t be surprised. Belief, faith,
a point of view are not enough to address the extremity of
human suffering. When Jesus on the cross cries out in
despair, “My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?,”
Christianity had failed its most important test. The faith
would have ended then and there, had there been
something stronger.
The issue affects more than a moment of dying. As
Siddhartha and the Greeks of classical antiquity knew, and
as survivors of extreme torture have written—and there
have not been many—the horrific is retroactive, and can
undermine the entire previous reality of one’s life,
transmuting existence into pain, so that one will wish, with
all of one’s heart and soul, to have never been born.
Faith and belief are not strong enough. It has taken 2000
years of intellectual development to produce something that
is.
July 20, 2008
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The First Book of Joshua
A Fable
If it started anywhere, it was in a nightmare. And not just
one, but three. Each repeating itself with the insistence of a
drumbeat, a human drum, hammer on flesh, night after
night after night. And no one thought it would ever stop, or
would have, had anyone known.
The dreams themselves exist now only in bits and pieces
reflecting bright sunlight. Though this must be a
construction, a distortion, a lie. For darkness must have
been the original setting, as everyone would surely agree.
A soft white room without detail or contrast, deep inside a
cloud. A stool, and two portraits on opposite walls. And the
old man, stooped and bald, with sagging skin. Solemn and
sad and miming his words.
The old man might have been the grandfather, but only in
prophecy, since this old man was lifeless, even as he moved,
and the grandfather would live for another decade,
measured in biblical time. Was it a premonition? Even now
we can’t be sure.
This much, though, is clear: the basement was dark, wet,
roughhewn in red brick and mortar. A vast, claustrophobic
space, centering an old woman doing her laundry. We never
see her face, but imagine its quiet resolution and discipline
to the tasks at hand. But her frail white hair, fine and
translucent, arrests attention. She is the grandmother, if she
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is anyone at all. This must be her prophecy, and a mournful
one at that. As to the cadaver, tumbling out of the dryer like
an opulent rag doll, we cannot even begin to speculate,
since we dare not try to look into its eyes. It is a dream
within a dream, a supposition, and cannot bear very much
reality. And we certainly cannot hear our screams above the
din of the machines.
As to the third . . .
So this must be how it began, and it could not have been
any other way.
Again it’s the hair that leaves its traces on the mind. Burnt
red in reluctant curls. He had seen it somewhere, but quickly
buried the memory at the foot of the backyard wall. In
silence: he could not hear the sound of his voice. So it
should not have surprised him when the lady in red curls
summoned his fate.
It came in yellow. No negotiation, just a decree. A
bungalow. And an inquiry: What good is speech if no one
can hear? And what good is hearing without understanding?
So he gathered his books and went on his way.
It was the sound of “L” that stymied him, though he couldn’t
tell anyone why. The sound of bells and liquid cities, of
pristine skies and languid despairs. Shelters of sound. The
tones of April and the lilacs of Cael.
There was fire, but on this day it did not come from the sun.
The number may have been numberless, but on this day it
may have been three, sitting round the table in tribulation
and judgment. He was all ears, and heard not silence but
strangeness. Try as he might, he could not understand. Had
it come to this? An ending before a beginning? For the first
time in his life he would fight a decree.
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Mothers are ambassadors appointed to rule. For the third
time, it was the voice. And the burnished hair. The voice
that commands and the hair that seduces, or the voice that
seduces and the hair that commands. An urgent request for
dignity and freedom that will not be denied. Then an act of
will. Then the need recedes, like shadows into night. The
warmth of the night and the warmth of the sea convey what
we want and try hard to be.
The bungalows were a banished land, but now arose a
second demand. Stride! Stride! Stride! Stride! It was both a
call and a chant, the requirements of command. The lady in
red curls gestured with her hand. Every aspect of demeanor
was a lesson and a claim. Learning to walk was yet another
component of the game.
The lady wasn’t a dream, but had two names. One for the
class and another for the mother. And a son, who grew up
strong and proud, that his father did not live to see. And a
student named Joshua who, under her spell, perfected his
walk and chiseled his talk, becoming president of his class.
Events demarcate by the watershed years, anointing a
grandfather’s fears. The only son gave him no say in
that darling and desperate month of May. But oddly it put
the nightmares at bay, to this very day.
At seven years a second thing would take him by surprise.
The teacher’s fingers ringed his wrist with questions in her
eyes. He was so thin he almost seemed a phantom in
disguise. And too, the moon raised questions beyond its
need to rise.
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Now his grandpa starts to sing a lengthy, dying song. To
teach the boy that presence would not abide for long. The
process slowed in agony. It ground and ground and ground,
until the cycle came to rest, to question all around. He had
too little access to make the turning real, but met a vacant
outcome he tried to fill with tears. His grandpa feels no
mortal fate but simply disappears.

Within the conventionality of an unconventional life, two
days of magical phosphorescence levitated its strife. The
midpoint of his ninth and subsequent year, the dawning of
summer, the horizon so clear, and cascades of time both far
and near. School was a burden but summer’s release
conditioned the form of penultimate peace. And cascades of
time that would never cease.

Wood will float if given the chance; carved to shape on
waves will dance. And currents will steer and lives enhance.
But only if sails are given a chance. He whittled away
superfluous form to forge an ark to ride a storm, in
miniature. But winds are fickle, and waves replete with
urgencies to sink a fleet. And regattas can often not bear the
heat. He watched his woodwork veer from its course. And
accepted its fate without remorse. Despite his
disappointment. Racing would not be his forte. And sailing
would not lead to port. But odysseys will not abort. Despite
the consternation.
What we know early is mastered for late, and is the tool for
conquering fate through what we factor and what we create.
Even as we hesitate to claim a guiding hand for all the
esoteric tracings in the sand.
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We seek the sense beyond the sound. What we see will not
be found. Words obscure the fertile ground where words,
knee-deep, abound.
Joshua chose with either hand, respecting the customs of
the land. He lived within ambidextrous space, where left and
right had left no trace. What passed for others as direction,
Joshua met with circumspection. He relied on other cues—
convection currents, native hues—to steer his singular
course toward each hypothetical source of meaning and
despair. Which meant he had to master the subtle trick of
walking on air.
But what will come, truth be told, will not come unless we’re
bold.
If Albert Schweitzer the public forgot, what can have been
Alfred North Whitehead’s lot? Science and the Modern World
for Joshua new fields unfurled. Having long hovered in
physics and math, he sought the view from a higher craft.
By accident. Science was the book’s superficial sheen,
philosophy its deeper theme. Joshua crossed over as in
Dante’s dream, starting from rigor and ascending the mean.

The city groaned and glittered perspective, serving as a
brusque corrective to the pallor of his pride. Even a
pedestrian subway ride managed to chafe and chide each
abstraction far and wide. See him naked, nowhere to hide.
Hear him stumble side to side. Feel his grasping for a guide.
And still the city will abide.
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Nervously he wrings his hands, unsure now of where he
stands.
But the sun will have an answer.
Galileo stared too long, taking up a blind man’s song. Joshua
looked the other way, in shadows of reflection. He sought in
sunspots and in glare the umbra of direction, eclipsing lunar
parables with totems of protection.
Onward now we go, to study what we think we know
compared to what is truly so—a process Socrates began, to
die the model of a man, over two millennia ago.
The time had come to read the sum of Western philosophic
thought. To discover what had been tried and taught. From
Plato to Aquinas to Descartes to Hume. Kant and
Kierkegaard and Russell to consume. And everyone in
between, before and after, were the authors he tried to
master. As deities start counting tears in the early teenage
years.
And his muse sustained him as she constrained him to focus
on each present task, to use to purpose his chameleon’s
mask, and never in vanity or laurels to bask.
From west he traveled east to weigh the words that had
released ascetics from a wheel of fire. He joined Stoics and
Siddharthas in fistings to disarm desire. Soon he would
produce essays of his own design, attempting to deduce
satisfactions for a rational mind. Or something of the kind.
And then a girl from Oz appeared and waved her magic
wand—a second muse to guide him to enchantment and
beyond. She taught him how to read the patterns in a
rippled pond, as at the moment of creation and every
moment on.
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Under her spell he learned to dwell in rhythm and in rhyme,
and to address each pregnant stress in the silences of time.
Induction became a recurring concern: how we can know
the future, how we can ever learn. And how we can escape
the imaginings of fate. What we know and what to sow,
what we can assume. And every mode of exit from a
cloistered room—the tragic vision of the world and certainty
of doom.
And the climate and the soil that Eden needs to bloom.
These obsessions formed processions of symbols in the
mind. Abstractions of subtractions detailed and refined.
An answer to a dancer choreographed to a will resigned,
but seeking a solution in symbols of another kind.
Something he could not be sure that he would ever find.

She wore no shoes, confessed no clues, even as she taunted
rules only made for summer schools. She had dark hair, a
pliant stare, and blithely moved through fractured air
without resistance, without care. For hers were the
kingdoms of the fragrant and fair. And her scepter was
power everywhere.
But Joshua, laden with care, did not dare to greet her.
Then she faded away, in the heat of an August day.
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It was the simulacrum of a dream. Or so to others it would
often seem. A madman’s state of mind we cannot glean.
A bird of prey with vision all too keen. Suspended high
above and in between the hope that dreams say more than
they can mean.
And Joshua awakened cold and covered in a moonlit sheen.
Martin Luther could not leave confessionals at bay. He lived
within recycled sin resistant to decay. Try as he might he
could not fight the curse within the clay. And so did soul and
circumstance divert themselves one day.
Spirits do not boast but pay witness to the host. They parse
the terror and the horror, not the dolor or the farce. And
seek to release a brodequined bone and draperies of flesh
from a sparrow’s home, elevated and alone.
And Catherine sends her legions forth, to embolden Joan on
her journey north, towards a trembling star. And her only
trace is the wind on your face, blowing from afar.
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Museums were mausoleums to Joshua’s unstudied eye.
Anachronistic tracings on headstones that refuse to die.
And portraits of chimeras that embody every costumed lie.
Only once a tailored red caught his eye and turned his head.
But once suggested how the dead might in living terms be
read. So began his visitations to prismatic alterations that
the soul to body wed, leading to the marriage bed on which
the painted body bled.

Intensities were the cities of Joshua’s domain. Everything he
undertook as if it were the last refrain. As a chameleon must
commit, or suffer the predator’s pain. Nothing short of
mastery offered a Protagorean gain. And nothing less could
profess ever to remain. And so the mansions of his cities
were serial multiplicities. Even to the relationships he
needed to stay sane.
Can a country’s broad expanse a philosopher’s claims
enhance? Must we travel far afield to gather a mintable yield
of truth and its reflections? Or is staring at a wall likelier to
free us all? Or is there a third, and better, way? Or multiples
to pay?
Joshua was not yet in a position to say.
But a mathematician may. Several years earlier he had had
a brush with a secret of Pythagoras. One Friday afternoon a
pond of ripples showed him how to find all Pythagorean
triples. Just hours after the teacher had taught him the
theorem. And on Monday, without fuss, Joshua calmly
astonished us.
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What is there left to say when we travel day by day, and
selflessness cannot pray? What is there left to say
on the turning of the day? And whose bright eyes can
eulogize the dying of the day, as we journey on our way?
A deep blue sky that we singe on high turns to orange
bye and bye. Joshua soon would look into a neglected
coloring book. To recalculate the math of a fading yellow
path. And color to the edge everything he would allege.

Now we go further back to fill a conspicuous gap. Age is
hearsay, says the sage. When we think we came to be is
elemental mythology. One day Joshua asked a friend, “Does
philosophy have a patron saint to help secure its end?” On
November 25 of a misplaced year she called from Huntsville
to reveal Saint Catherine as the keeper of the seal. The
learned Catherine of the elevated wheel, whose voice led
Joan to her choice and her appeal. And so was Joshua born
on the feast-day of a tortured form. The feast day of
philosophy in the shadow of a dragon tree.
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He was often invited but rarely incited to participate or
attend. A reluctance persisting with friends insisting on his
family’s inevitable end. As Newton in bitterness would
witness, and the Buddha would commend, to forestall an
evanescence that atmospheres portend. But experience is
hard to donate or loan, and presumption sufficient to its
own. And the wind content to rattle and moan. As the furies
compete to harmonize each tectonic groan.
While Joshua dreamed a dream that he was not alone.
When he awakened he reached for a phone, to sound for the
marrow in a hollow bone. As a wall darkly bright glowed
suspended in white stone.
Drowned out by a dial tone.
The waters strangely shimmered. The air held its breath.
Branches shivered. Birth and death awaited address. And
then the message was delivered.
And a time and place must surely come, when its contents
will be heard and consequences considered.
Joshua had much to do. Paint the bridge a golden red, color
the sky a gentle blue. Assignments we must all pursue. Or
watch decay, emboldened, accrue. All to repay what life is
due. In the redeeming hope that the cracks contain a vital
clue.

Odd it was to stand in class before the muse of broken
glass. To question the point of all of us is to bear the weight
of Sisyphus. But little does it compare to the suffocating air
crossed by her indifferent stare.
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Nicholas of Cusa could hardly refuse a dialectical ruse. Even
in the face of riches one can always choose. But in medieval
times was there anything to lose equal to the price of a
misplaced muse?
Despite what he would dare, wear and tear were
everywhere. For Joshua, in beauty’s lair.
What are the haunted memories that echo through the
centuries of an individual life? Not collective and not shared,
nothing borrowed, nothing paired. Exceeding designation as
they thwart elaboration, much as final sums, alarums and
drums. And so is life the metaphor of every world we answer
for, sufficient to each one, as a tale not yet begun. As if the
light had lost its sun.
Joshua would ornament his notebook and his door with
epigrams that summarized an ancient wisdom’s lore. Galileo
protesting, despite what the Church could prove, that the
Earth nevertheless continues to move. Saint Bernard
maintaining that the apostles taught him to live. “And do
you think it a little thing, to know how to live?” among what
time can bring, and souls forgive. And Siddhartha
proclaiming an ancient way that explains life’s “coming to
be, and its passing away,” enough to annul desire and a
savior’s stay. And in a barely legible scrawl, postulations of
physics and math mythologizing the facing wall.
Early morning was always best, though night was often
doubly blessed. Joshua knew no passion that had to be
confessed. For purity is singularity, the mark of the
possessed. Freedom too is distinctive in blue, tinged with
green and aquamarine. And mystery is argentine, precious
and new.
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In memory lies a treasury of an opalescent hue. And the
wind brings transparency, crystalline through and through.

A mother tongue is warm and young, whispered, accented,
or sung. The second language cannot give the sharpness of
a primal sieve. A philosopher yearns for subtlety in every
choice of terms; even more than metaphor, the sculpted key
of poetry, reality is stringency, as every prophet quickly
learns. To glean the depth of being, that even a seer is
rarely seeing, words must be weighed as carefully as
diamond is assayed. Joshua knew what words are due, and
his hands grew sore as he scraped and tore to bore to
meaning’s core.

Even though Joshua didn’t date he hoped one day to find a
mate. Assuming that, at his birth, it wasn’t already too late.
But when and where and how—for these he didn’t allow.
Reasoning about such things takes seasoning past what logic
brings. An awareness of which, if it ever comes, commonly
violently stings.
But Joshua wasn’t alone in this. The death of Socrates marks
a change in philosophers from robust to strange. From Plato
to Wittgenstein, Aristotle to Hume, the major thinkers join
the dead in solitary tombs. In a symmetry of wombs.
Is it because they chase a new race? Are evolving at a faster
pace? Or simply bear an unsuitable face? Socrates, whose
uncomely trace found a place and an embrace, makes a
different case. Perhaps an abstract system is too austere a
home for any who would live with them. Or maybe
something else is true for the harbingers of everything new.
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College was Auschwitz to an only child ripped untimely and
sent to the wild. Or at least a summer camp premeditated
and damp. In any case it bore the face of an inbred race,
frail in white lace. Growing old mold without grace of place.
And this was the best, privileged from the rest.
The city was favored with heavily layered degrees. Arising
like weeds near the banks of its rivers and seas. It took
great pains to challenge the gains out of ease. And question
the climate as fostering health or disease.
But Joshua would find no solace in the caustic breeze.
He walks the streets of secret retreats in search of
tantalizing conceits. And the people he meets share
provocative feats choreographed to strangely syncopated
beats. While contorted deceits are Halloween treats masking
defeats at a mixer or bar. And commensurately, Joshua’s
journeys for keys are reversibly bizarre. A thermodynamics
for a riddling planet engaged to a middling star.
He was the star of the seminar, or so they maintained.
Which had its rewards, he soon ascertained. Especially in a
philosophy course. After his lengthy and cogent discourse.
On Descartes. Or Hume. Sense data. Or, maybe, what we
assume. It’s now foggy, or soggy, or he’s groggy, we
presume. But at the time . . . whenever he’d look across the
room, she’d stare back, her face in bloom. Then she
approached, of her own volition, and quickly encroached on
his human condition. Angelique Armand Delille bore a name
a queen might steal. An early Picasso and a later Gaul would
have bound her a femme fatale. But her voice flew free, and
her choice would be an elegant profundity.
She led him to Malraux—fatefully, as events will show.
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Then she had to go—sadly, not madly. Perhaps so Joshua’s
destiny could grow. Though we, as he, will never know.
Gray is abundantly free in an antediluvian cemetery. Where
movement is stately and lately a branch of geology. Or so it
seemed to be, in the tidal flow of a minor key. But to
confirm the professor’s meaning, we’ll have to wait and see.
Then Joshua declined the tea, so perhaps they’ll never
agree.
In a building made for tilling and milling, muses take
subordinate billing. But an alcove reaped a treasure trove
when, on a whim, the muse of music settled in. One late
afternoon in December of a most intemperate year.
Holidays were often fierce with little to pierce the loneliness.
Joshua rose a singularity, condemned to his own company.
Regardless of what he’d rather be, man or hamster or tree.
Such is the art of destiny.
Cold conspires with mercenary fires to ignite desires in
abandoned briars. And sellers earn buyers and lovers turn
liars. In a sleep interrupted by modern town criers.
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Fire and ice at twice the price are still a bargain to loaded
dice. And cats remain the best device for eliminating
dormitory mice. Rather than poison or a well-aimed gun.
Though some would prefer to run. After the warm and
vibrant sun. As Joshua might have done. Had he known
better before he’d begun.
That a dorm room at night is a frightful sight, beginning
about half past one.

“Dostoevsky, Cervantes, and Defoe,” took Malraux to
torture’s heart. And Picasso, overwrought, received him with
a blinding start. The order of things unjustifiably brings an
innocent girl to the torturer’s cart. Such a world were better
left to spin itself apart. And Job is an ode to barbarity,
despite the mode of deity, or whatever it claims to be.
So imagine yourself burned half alive. Then see what
justification can survive.
Whatever the weather the walk to class could last and last.
Cobblestones could anger a sprain in sunshine or in rain. But
a limp in pain could negotiate gain, even down a twisted
lane. Once we desist from the call to complain. And try to
dig beyond our domain to see if concepts embed even pain.
Can we disarm the alarm that a struggling gait might maim?
It took a minute or two for Joshua to undo the claim. But
once unframed by a mental game, neither the limp nor the
pain remained. Defying the plain brutality of a brick and
cobblestone lane.
Near a theater known for laughter ringing lessons from a
rafter.
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A professor of philosophy once almost said, “We shouldn’t
philosophize until we are dead.” To parallel when most are
read. “Waiting past succumbing instills our thought with far
more cunning. As the errors of our ways yield more halcyon
displays. When we are encrypted from the fatal lure of
praise.”
Rainbows do not rise by willing at the skies. Despite such
lengthy tomes inherited as lies.

The road ahead may have cautiously bled. Or taken a turn
for the worse instead. When we should have been in bed,
dreaming of signs in neon red.
Nursery rhymes replete with signs force our hand between
the lines. So density breeds immensity in layers of designs.

Thoreau would choose a wilderness muse over the
claustrophobic news. Overly present and peripatetic—the
worst of every possible world. Boiled, broiled, oiled and
served. On the same floor but the opposite door. Dating
from before the Revolutionary War. And with all that walking
through time and space, place to place, Joshua’s feet were
tired and sore.
So he thought it best to rest, if only as a test, before taking
to walking and talking some more.
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If not philosophy, for a spell, what could serve him equally
well? Time to take a continental break. In the wake of Keats
and Blake. To replenish a reactive core. So off to an island
with an ancient lore. And a monument to a rising sun. At the
moment when summer’s lust has just begun.
Magazines show scenes of where a nation leans. And what
they choose to quote can be an antidote to sagas learned by
rote. Even in a perfume ad catering to a current fad Lear can
go mad. And when he does Cordelia comes to mirror what
he was. And when she goes the king still knows her voice
was the song of the rose.
He came to the land with music in hand, but during the night
fate hurled a demand. A stroke of lightening and destiny
spoke, the player broke, and Joshua awoke. By the end of
the day his rhythmic concern would take a sharp linguistic
turn. So much the better to discern the import of Browne’s
resurrected urn. And rings of sacred things that poetry
wraps in a cello’s strings.
Poe is sonorous in his woe. Sufficiently so to substitute for
the mandolin and lute. If we are astute, as Joshua, and
follow suit. That poetry is sublimity, preferentially mute.
As the notes that Beethoven couldn’t hear penetrate and
sear. And Cordelia’s voice, “soft, gentle, and low,” answers
the mad King Lear.
But despite a choral symphony, and the late quartets’
profundity, music could not claim to be an articulate
philosophy quelling pain in every key. As salvation needs to
be, for a ratcheted humanity disconsolate in tragedy. And
seeking, in certainty, relief to possibility. On the howling
heath of faith and belief.
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Architecture is the hope that frozen music helps us cope.
Or at its best, elope, to a distant harmony, celestial in
melody. As Eden was once believed to be, reflected in a
mirrored sea. As in a mirage, dreaming of reality.
Joshua thought it worth a try. To build towards the latticed
sky the normal to a prostrate lie. Of the persisting possibility
that we may someday die. Unless we learn to fly in the
mind’s supple eye.

Artists often kill themselves, that form assembles on
surrounding shelves. Philosophers live within conception,
artists outside a projection. Even in a building, we stand and
face its walls, from without, not within. As we live beyond
the borders of a monozygotic twin. Only ideas have interiors
coextensive with skin.
But Joshua’s new imaginings played discordantly on strings.
And buildings proved more metaphor than quintessential
things.
As if redemption still might hinge on an undeveloped fringe.
On whose subterranean base he had yet to impinge.
Joshua fought with thought, as he made his way distractedly
home from an almost endless island binge. Enough to make
his parents cringe.
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What did Joshua take up next? He thought he might give
dentistry a go. And as for why? You don’t want to know. And
Joshua didn’t either. Maybe he was perplexed. Or disinclined
to talk. Or reluctantly skittish to show the perturbations of
inclinations. And stranger divinations.
But a week or so was enough to show that dentistry was not
a go.
But of death and disease there was much to know.
And soon Joshua had made a medical decision. Conditioned
by philosophy. A priori we can’t see if mortality falls to
technology. If it does, a tool supersedes the epistemology of
disease. But if not, we need to see, ASAP, what modern
philosophy perhaps forgot.
And it doesn’t matter what we believe, but what we know,
and what is not.
He returned to science with defiance. Not as a clue to reality
but as a guide to discovery. A heuristic methodology
conceived to serve technology. A practical philosophy, not a
rigorous ontology. Good enough for building bridges to carry
us and all our stuff. Or as much as we’re likely to need. In
fructifying our purposed seed.
Mahler composed when not conducting to keep himself from
self-destructing. While his players estivated, Mahler
transitionally created. In music for a disjunct age about to
show through the haze. Horror, or death, or anxiety would
name the dawning century. Patiently and inexorably.
And Mahler penned its anthem. At summer’s ease, in nine or
ten strident symphonies. And a Song of the Earth to thwart
a curse.
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But near the end Mahler’s heart would send intimations of
mortality. In syncopations of diminished vitality. The doctors
ordered him to bed, but Mahler chose to compose instead.
And leave to his wife, to Alma, hymns to a fading life.
And as a sign of things to come, and left undone, Joshua
applauded Mahler’s decision. That medical thinking needed
revision. Convinced that Mahler had won. That this was how
a life should be run. Regardless of the sum. In minutes,
hours, years, or beats of a drum.

Would Joshua really don the white of a clinician, and no
longer heed society’s need for a laureate metaphysician?
I suppose we’ll just have to wait and listen. Withholding
judgment and derision.
Medicine was not his calling. . . . And now I think I see him
stalling. As if he feared a mauling. Or at least a six-month
overhauling.

But organic chemistry was not appalling. Just an obligatory
swim in an indoor pool to satisfy a legacy rule. That added
columns and volumes to the most inestimable school. And
tried to ensure the skill to survive an icy ocean spill. In
tragic waters that still can kill.
Joshua swallowed chemistry as a sugar-coated pill. In all its
forms an elegant act of scientific will. At least until the time
would come to pay the heterocyclic bill. Served as a late
dessert, but by then he had had his fill.
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He learned the subject on a subway train, under a river and
back again. For the previous summer, in a line by chance,
he re-met a girl, as in a trance, who saw him as her knight
in France. She came to the city to live and learn. And soon
would discern the sound of the dance to enhance their every
circumstance.
And this was a dance he had to dance. For life to have a
chance.
Fate conceived the date when Dr. Zhivago would play again.
In a theater for revivals, showing at half past ten. And on
the fulcrum of their way, the day the MCAT had its say, and
dinner proposed a binding display, the epic film held little
sway. They watched it (barely) restlessly, left early and
distractedly, and ran heatedly and breathlessly to their newborn destiny.
In the hour that the river’s tide flowed out to the open sea.
What Isaac Newton never knew Joshua began to brew: the
ages and wages and rages of two.
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A family man must have a plan. So Joshua renewed his
resolve to become a medicine man.
Research was not on his mind. But fortune had its own
design, looking forward, not behind. His fiancée had a
flamboyant friend, brilliant and compelling to the somber
end. Whose personality could mend and rend and mend
again. But the greater part of the story is that he had a
laboratory. In molecular biology, at the cutting edge of
genetic technology. Restricted DNA had just come into play,
and gel electrophoresis was patenting the way. So Joshua
accepted an invitation to try his hand at experimentation.
The lab was in the early stages of studying the structure of
T4 phages. At the end of the first or second day, Joshua was
handed a task to assay. A Polaroid of a banded gel, black
and white with legends to tell. And above the rest, his
mentor’s request, “To sell us all, and dispel any doubt,
analyze it well.”
Hardly across the threshold of a lab, Joshua faced the
enigmatic slab. He went home to the woman who was now
his wife (passion cutting through life like a vivisector’s
knife), and let his mind comb and roam. Intuition and logic
dissected the image as if it were an ancient tome, encrypted
beneath a sacred dome. And bearing the legacy of
primordial seas, seething in crests of foam. And before he
went to bed, with the wife he barely wed, Joshua had a
lifetime of answers cycling through his head.
And our once and future philosopher had turned biologist
instead. Molecular, but still unread. And the patron saint of
philosophy feared philosophy was dead.
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The Second Book of Joshua
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The Second Book of Joshua
A laboratory is a dormitory of resting potential, eluding the
essential, comparatively. As Joshua will come to see,
eventually.
Early in his career he tried not to veer from the common
law, cooked, not raw. But a factory is refractory to changes
in conventionality, as it must be if we are to see reliably and
repeatedly.
But the far side of each hill unveils a windmill that only a
painter might have seen before. And each consequent hill
reveals two more. With even more in store.
And as Quixote intuited, the world is a dreamscape of
windmills galore.
Joshua’s mind had its locus in focus. Philosophy was an
abandoned oligarchy unlikely to be restored. Regardless of
how craftily his muses cajoled or implored. And threats were
idle, and left him bored.
In a manner characteristic of an invested lord. In dominion
over the hymnal or sword.
Though occasionally windmills leave aspirants gored. Which
only a spirit unwilling to fear it can ever afford.
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How can you tell if glassware’s been scrubbed and rinsed
sufficiently well? Fill with water fast, and see if the bubbles
last. If they do, re-shampoo, before advancing to step two,
the experimental overview. A procedure valid in the kitchen,
too.
Science, you see, is utility. As biology informs the culinary.
Especially within a rotisserie.
And you thought molecular biology proceeded without glee?
Funereally? How wrong can humans be!
Just ask Joshua. I’m sure he would agree. Albeit reluctantly.
But then he had other issues (just between you and me).
He learned the dose of agarose to make discerning gels, and
how to load fractured genomes into partitioning wells. And
ways to pour to eliminate bubbles that reduced the
procedure’s persistent troubles. And how to design
experiments to make sense of a genome’s virulence.
Then he’d go home and feel alone in a marriage that quickly
grew frayed and worn. How fast? you ask. As it was born.
From the first night of the honeymoon. Within minutes of
arriving at the hotel room. It prefigured an image of doom.
In other words, all too soon.
He was too young and she was too young to climb above the
initial rung. He lacked the skills to coordinate wills. He
refused to rob from an unpaying job. But medicine was not
yet in, and his schooner could come no sooner. She worked
and dreamed of family, and traditional forms of matrimony.
Joshua was lost, overwhelmed by the cost.
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A short half-life is the price of such strife. And Joshua will
one day be handed the bill. That still has the power to kill.
He learned that passion is weaker than skill. And now he
knows where passion goes.
Opposite to where a trade wind blows.
And blows and blows and blows.
But he would never again hear the song of the rose.
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Things get brighter with the rising sun. As we turn from
winter, and what winter has done. The ecliptic begins to
hum. A walk breaks into a spirited run to chase a youthful
sun. To the sound of an African drum. As life for many has
just begun.
And others face an exhausted sun. The ones who are for the
dark. Never again to hear the lark. In counterpoint to a
young dog’s bark. Embarking on its way through a
kaleidoscopic day. With still so much to say.
But depleted and defeated by the struggle to stay, the
others are now a galaxy away.
It’s time at last to pray. And test what mythologies might
allay. And weigh the winter in light of May.
And truncate what we’re tempted to say.

Joshua had strength of mind but not the strength that lovers
find. He had nothing to gain, still less to profane, in the
desert of his pain. In the violence of a summer rain. But he
was surprised that nothing would remain. Of a world tightly
wrapped in cellophane.
Now he’d proceed to sift through each gift. Without a fight.
To make division with excision. As a good Christian might.
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To keep his hand in a foreign land, Joshua would sometimes
bring to work artifacts with a friendly ring. The Philosophical
Investigations was such a thing. A colleague of his mentor
chose to enter the lab one day in late September. Slightly
off-center and quite by chance he happened to glance at a
green circumstance. Wittgenstein, in his obscurity, was or is
believed to be more difficult than any ology. Which is why
philosophy never raises its fee. Its price of admission is
already set as high as it can be.
The effort to prove positive controls pales before the
challenge of words and souls. Or so the colleague thought.
If a noumenon is dense, the arabinose operon makes perfect
sense. Regardless of the page we’re on.
And so the faculty raised the bar. Asking Joshua to conduct
an arabinose seminar. His hardest task so far. Like calling on
someone to drive, who has never seen a car.
And that is the cross of a rising star. We want them to be
more than they are.
As he stood before the juried rows of faculty he almost
froze. He thought he’d rather be Van Gogh in the throes of
madness and Anglican sorrows. But he fought every thought
as Aurelius taught, arming a thin erudition with the
catechism of an imperial stoicism. And though he made no
show of fear, fear stood ready everywhere.
But once he began to explicate the logic that held a sugar’s
fate, fear had lost a potential mate. He went on to show the
genetic role in proving an operon of positive control.
When he was done he fielded a ton of every type of
question. . . . Well, that’s not quite true . . . it was only a
few, and may have been just two. But he stared down the
gun, had decisively won, and his career, in earnest, had
begun.
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But Joshua was restless. Impatient of fun. And rarely paused
to celebrate. No matter what he won.
For the father taught the son how to price an epic run. And
that laurels are bound to wither until the run is done.

Briefly he once could cook. When coupled to a reason, and a
seasoned cooking book. A condition that lasted while his
emotions fasted. It’s easy to cook when you dare not look
beyond a simmering brew, to a table set for two. While
waiting for the stew to plop upon the other shoe. And others
know this too. That a kitchen is a sanctuary from a sky
begrudgingly blue. And pot-marked, reflectively, in the
morning dew.
And though he wasn’t psychic, and doubted Noah’s crew,
Joshua expected skies to last a lifetime through.

Penetration is a mode of lyrical demonstration. As swimming
under water is a cognitive sensation. In holding one’s breath
one can catch one’s death of an Archimedean relation. So
it’s better still to adopt the gill as alternative respiration.
As life is sometimes desperation, when it’s not in the shape
of a convocation.
And that, among some others, is a riddle of creation.
Solved in part when we start on a lengthy rustication.

In the aftermath of a wounded knee, Joshua drifted on the
Salton Sea. Hopelessly, temporarily.
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“A boat can only take us so far. A moat can protect us where
we are. But not against resourceful foes who have the skill
to swim or float, or access to a boat.”
This is the type of note that Joshua sometimes wrote. When
seized by the need to emote.
Sometimes I think his brain just broke. To account for how
oddly he spoke. Confusing eccentricity with a stroke of
serendipity. Like Newton, Leonardo, and Polk, he belongs to
the throngs of unusual folk. Though Joshua could take a
joke.
Unlike Newton and the glowering oak. Was the apple tree
that shook with glee.
Good in the end for Newton, and a race perplexed by a
motionless sun.
When it is so clearly a traveling one.
But the obvious is a starting block. Not the rock of
justification.
Falling fruit proved a blessing, not a curse. Where not even
a sparrow can drop to earth without upending a universe.
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The call of the wild is mild, compared to the call of a child.
Desperation has no bound when parameters are yet to be
found. The ground is of interest only when sound. And
silence is license to bait the profound. As if a comparison
could ever come around.
In a space that tautologies bound.
Circles endlessly question a world that’s tightly wound.
So Joshua downed a distillate. And chased it round and
round. But despite the earnest effort, he never quite
unwound. Even as he spun against the counterclockwise
ground.
Is there any answer to a cancer of the soul? Only
circumspection can ever make us whole. When all is
reasoned out, it’s all about a lucid doubt. As al-Ghazali
knew, Saharan through and through. Centuries before
Cartesianism grew, under a late medieval dew.

Two by two they came and went. And Joshua could only
stare, and lament the duality of care. That left him for
warmer air. Carrying away the needs of the service of the
fair.
Now he would have to persevere within the blindness of a
seer. And he could sharply see just how alone he’d one day
be.
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Research exacts awareness from mirth. As the joy of
creation challenges birth. But a future Nobelist saw Joshua’s
worth. And didn’t hesitate. To make him the institute’s only
new doctoral candidate. Which put some money on his plate.
But too little too late to recall the crate his wife had shipped
to a disparate fate.
Joshua had a bone to pick. With the conduct of a divining
stick. Which seemed to dip out of season. For no discernible
reason. Sharing with the human soul proclivities to treason.
So where do we find him now? Thermodynamically cowed.
Something he was too proud to allow. Vowing never to bow.
To a human. Elephant. Monkey. Cat. Or cow.

Galileo claimed too much. As did the Church, which likes to
fuss. As did Galileo. And both would paint with too broad a
brush. But the Talmud didn’t rush. And carefully considered
why God delivered the Ten Commandments to a minor hill.
When a monumental majesty better fit the bill. And what did
the scholars propose? That God chose modesty over
majesty, because God inclines to humility.
And so it need not mar creation, that the race rides a minor
planet—truth to tell, a carousel—around an otherwise
undistinguished star. Earning by circumference a dizzying
sense of what we are.
Contrary to what once was taught, fixity is not simplicity.
And even less sublimity. And despite what we were hoping,
none of the three holds nature’s key. They’re simply a
means of coping. No better than eloping.
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Do histones control what becomes of us all? The master
manipulators, DNA’s regulators? Deciding, early and late,
each cell’s perfected fate? Joshua joined the debate at a late
date. After spring vacation, in his second lab rotation. On
the heels of his separation. At the apex of his consternation.
Desperate for an act of prestidigitation.
By now his focus had begun to wane. His psychology thinned
to a fine glass pane. He hardly remembers his time in the
lab, what he had done, the meaning it had. The toll of a
marriage can often be bad. And even in brevity is ever so
sad. And Joshua now was unevenly mad. And I as his doctor
was none too glad. And was poised to use my prescription
pad. And often wish I had.
But Joshua resisted the curse. Designed experiments that
could have been worse. Showing, chapter and verse, that
histones, unlike dating and mating, didn’t destine gene
expression and cell differentiation.
Soon the date would approach to broach another alternative
tool. To encroach upon a medical school. Where Hippocrates
continues to rule. And play the fool to mortal fear. And hear
a voice in futility screaming into a cold deaf ear.
A moribund writer said it best. You must learn to distinguish
the good from the rest. For that is the criterion of the blest.
And all that remains of defiance, enraptured in silence.
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Now that Joshua was unofficially single, he would have to
learn to mingle. A difficult task for someone of an abstract
cast. Whose inspiration flowed from within, not inward from
an outer rim. And whose emotions were a mask. Socializing
with women was, for him, like transatlantic swimming. But
having learned to swim, perhaps one day he’d learn to swim
with women.
But probably not. Women seeking everything that Joshua
was not. As if, during assembly, there were several things
the creator forgot. Some measures of personality, some
treasures of physicality. Whose omission cost Joshua the
chance at a reality. (And so the study of philosophy, to build
an alternative normality.)
Mozart could compose arias to women’s souls in higher
notes than Shakespeare’s most revealing roles. But Mozart
was a genius, and if Watson’s to be believed, geniuses are
not what women want or need.
And when you co-uncover the structure of DNA, genius, by
consensus, animates your clay. And so you have authority to
comment on the way. Of how you experience women, and
why they walk away.
And this produced in Joshua a formidable dismay. Along with
recognition that he might have to pay.

We go to the beach to reach our souls. Where horizontality
is no pose. Concealment is elusive, that skin displaces
clothes. And a shadowless attraction is its own Lorentz
contraction, in the light of which time slows.
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Joshua went to the beach, with a plan for more than a tan.
He ran to water’s edge to try become a man. In the only
way a child can.
He’d try to react, not act. Without premeditation or ulterior
motivation. A skill that achieves a type of salvation. On
almost every occasion.
By summer’s end he was on the mend in beginning to learn
how to contend.

Hair is the sister of air. And blond’s an illusionist’s wand.
And care is a heartless dare. And she electrified the air. And
blinded a blind man’s care. Making us all aware that beauty
isn’t fair. But a landscape of despair. On earth. In heaven.
Anywhere.
Twenty minutes earlier he was sitting near the sand.
Deciding, this one time, to wait for fate to play its hand.
Rather than walking across the beach to find an interest he
might command. To fascinate or captivate, one must never
hesitate. As proof of a confident stand. For everyone knows
how hard it is to conquer an unknown land. And the first
advance cannot be bland, overcooked, or canned. Or one
will only win the companionship of sand.
At the zenith of such thoughts as these, when the sun aligns
with trees, Joshua felt a sudden breeze. The atmosphere
parted, creatures darted, and onto the whiteness she
stepped open-hearted.
“She must be a mirage,” the glare of sand and sea
bewitching reality. And he was, of course, both wrong and
right. As he would find in the course of the night.
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For once, he didn’t hesitate. And that was all it would take.
Plus three conversational hours. And a sunburn at a
premium rate. But by then Joshua had made a date. With an
incantation of fate.

We’re at an intermission, while Joshua watches a movie
hand in hand with his vision. Is he having fun? We can’t say
with precision.
But . . . wait . . . now we see them depart. And . . . she is of
the barefoot rank. Barefoot in the dark. And now they start
to talk, and then begin to walk . . . towards the parking lot. .
. . And . . . I can just make out . . . But I think it would be
rude to continue to intrude. So let’s not.
And take a second intermission.
I suggest you take one, too. Then, refreshed, we’ll continue.
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She lived in an adjacent state just a little out of date. And
was here with her mother for the final week of summer. The
next day, without delay, they’d follow the rising sun on their
way. Celestial clockwork would not let them roam from their
appointed journey home. But her heart had a mind of its
own. She wanted to stay with Joshua and play, but they’d
have to do it on the phone.
Joshua almost forgot what it was like to talk a lot. To an
interested body and soul. For the first time in a long time,
he began to feel humanly whole. And the desert of the Milky
Way would play a central role.
Within a Grecian week they would meet. In the city of her
adopted home. Under the cover of a rotating dome. That
made creation home.
And so we aspire to celestial fire diffused through a
constellated sky. And the desert in her eyes is the past in
disguise. As someday we hope to realize.
In light of what we have found, Joshua’s choice was likely
her voice. He’d call and converse to rejoice in its sound. All
the spinning day around.
What matters most to a dying host is the separation of
hands. Bridging real and unimaginable lands, and deserts of
silicon sands. This is the key to the order we see, and the
sign of confluent design, east of an asymptotic line.
Her portraiture was a forfeiture of a most familiar kind. A
sacrifice of superfluity in a Michelangelo of the mind.
So subtle the balm rare and refined. Leading our touch to a
world realigned.
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Medicine imposed a rigorous code. Do not give in to horror,
cunning in its mode. For mortality is the trail through which
the devil rode. And decay and putrefaction its celebratory
ode.
Medicine was put in place to argue its retraction. In devices,
as vices, to effectuate contraction. But at the intersection of
intention and rejection, medicine has yet to drive erosion to
dejection.
But for the moment let’s commit to technological
intervention.
And test its claim to be the talisman we pray to see.
Urgently. Immediately. Before the patient erodes for free.
It’s 2:50 now. Ideally we’d like it by a quarter past three. If
that’s not asking too much of a current deity. Present life
has standards; we’re not as patient as we used to be.

It’s 3:30 now, and just as I feared, another missed
opportunity. But we’ll keep waiting, till the sun sets in the
sea. And the light goes out on reality.
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Meanwhile, it’s Thanksgiving. And Joshua, in the last few
months, has done a lot of living. Medical school proved just
a tool to bone up on the Golden Rule. For some it was
demandingly cruel, but not as cruel, bye and bye, as it was
for those who made it there just in time to die. Not through
any fault of the school, but in compliance with some
existential rule. Consecrated, perhaps, by deities who can be
inhumanly cruel. For dying is such that it largely proceeds by
way of a thousand cuts. And without any “ands” or “buts,”
the procedure still ranks with the viciously few as one of the
torturer’s musts. One he reliably trusts.
And so the torturer takes his cue from powers greater than
me and you.

Joshua had plenty of time to work to pay his way, and even
more time to play. So let’s look in at what transpired on the
morning of Thanksgiving Day. During a stay in the desert,
when romance kept its dangers at bay, just beneath the
surface of the sun-baked clay. Joshua was very young, but
the desert rose younger still. Which could have boded ill. But
the relationship quickly turned familial. Her parents took him
in, embraced him, and insisted he stay with them. Under the
same roof as their daughter. As kin.
An oasis of sorts within the whitewater course of his stony
divorce.
But the father’s embrace bore an unusual face. He was
lounging in the den, watching television, when Joshua
unsuspectingly wandered in.
I paraphrase, somewhat liberally, but this is essentially what
the father said:
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“I went to Duke, and by a fluke, I studied some
parapsychology, tangential to an engineering degree. But
which Duke took somewhat seriously, at least
methodologically. Treating it empirically, skeptically, but
inquiringly. And I learned to see what the East calls auras—a
kind of halo to you and me. And eventually it became
involuntary. Everyone I’d meet, at least for a time, would be
enveloped in plumes of chromatic energy. But of all the
colors I came to see, one was never presented to me. White,
considered the sign of the highest and brightest of
humanity. Which I see, surrounding you, as you stand in
front of me.”
If Joshua had long been concerned that the father resisted
his dating the daughter, he was wrong.
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It’s Christmas vacation. At the central train station.
Illuminated as an annunciation. She appears, predictably, as
a visitation. And her arrival is a celebration. Of the power of
parapsychological investigation. And the year would end
where their idyll began—in the city of illusionistic
prevarication.
The details, of course, are too personal for discourse. But
from one emerges what’s to come. On a blue December
morning they went, without warning, to a Mecca of
mourning, and from there to a bitter cold sea. And along the
way he indulged a whim for photography. And she was his
singular imagery. And this will play out fatefully.

School’s back in session. Where, unofficially, most of his
classmates focused quite critically on the future design of
their swimming pools. Others would obsess, and try to
assess, the power of white coats to intimidate and impress.
While for some the issue was how best to guard the market
value of an MD degree (in medical terminology, a union
card). But almost unanimously they would agree that they
were more valuable than you times three.
Except Joshua, who felt he was falling short of his calling.
And his friend in the class, a student of religion and cell
division, who found such thinking appalling.
To mark the new year, and the first six months of their
medical career, he and his friend decided to attend a
concert. In a hall with levels and flights of stairs. About
which a young person rarely thinks or cares. But on this
night his friend displayed a limp, attributed to a bicycle
incident. That had occurred two weeks before. And so
concern was delayed. But not allayed.
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A diagnostic evaluation is always met with trepidation.
Especially for medical students, for whom hypochondria is a
vocation. (Until sufficient clinical experience corrects their
paranoid ideation.)
The tests took ten days to appraise. And as to the result . . .
however catastrophically one might designate it, would be
obscenely to understate it.
Rabdomyosarcoma.
He was engaged to be married. To a young women as sweet
and gentle as himself, and as deserving of life and love and
happiness in inexhaustible measure. And he did marry.
Shortly before he was laid to rest. In the bright sunlight of a
gently sloping hillside. With all the world extending before
him.
Six months later. In the first week of his sophomore year. At
the age of 21.
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With the passing of his friend, Joshua’s medical career was
effectively done. Not that it had ever really begun. But the
question became more pressing, if technology in principle
can countervail mortality? Even if time were free. And can
we possibly conceive of a more efficacious modality?
Unencumbered by what we believe. And where might a
rigorous representation lead? In a world whose grief is the
flower of belief.
Like the legalities of divorce, a career must run its course.
To achieve a separation that’s a liberation from remorse.
And here it’s sometimes helpful to estimate the source, as
Aristotle stressed, until it made him hoarse. But the best
results arise without recourse to force. As Einstein affirmed,
and Freud never learned. And so the one has a chance to
remain, while the other struggles to preserve a single gain.
Despite such effort, in the face of such pain.

It was time for another experiment. To test the best of a
therapist. So Joshua went to see someone famed in
psychiatry. At least locally. Within the perimeter of a
university. Or maybe just its South Campus community.
The meeting barely lasted past the greeting.
“Death. Divorce. Medical school. I’d be catatonic, or worse.
And a fool and an ass to offer advice. Having learned my
lesson. Twice. But since you ask, I’ll proffer this. Take a
breath, sit back, take pills, relax. If you like, I’ll give you
valium to ease your stress some. Alternatively, I like rum.”
Everywhere the limits were clear. And in the mortal end, this
was something to fear.
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The second year labored. In the silence of his friend, he
would rarely attend, where study would just as well serve.
And still he could place at the top of a curve. But in his
phantom presence, his teachers were unnerved. By a clarity
they felt was undeserved.

She was Modiglianian. Elegantly tall and thin. And he noticed
her in Anatomy, as soon as he walked in. Dissection mimics
rejection, but they never talked, stalked, or exchanged so
much as a greeting. And in his abstract confidence, he’d
never consider competing. (Even though, in Anatomy, she
was the one conspicuously succeeding.)
And again a higher power would intervene. Immutably,
inscrutably, behind the scene: administrative policy,
selecting alphabetically each sophomore clinical team. So
she and Joshua (and two other classmates) would spend
their time working together. One long and resentful
semester.

The beach is prominent in any story. That comes out of the
ages of the earth and its glory. And that is where Joshua is
standing now. Bending down to reach for a shell. To
exchange for a pebble. And give to L_____.
Joshua: Time to go?
L_____: No.
Joshua: But your husband.
L_____: So?
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Joshua: So . . . your husband.
L_____: He won’t know. I’ll make sure.
Joshua: You can’t make sure. And it’s not a cure.
Or something of the sort. According to report. But that’s all
we’ve got. So maybe not.
They exchanged clinical pairings to accommodate their
darings. Which only added to the rumors. And the sanguinity
of humors.
And what will be will be. And a rose is a rose. And a bachelor
. . . Well, I’m sure you see. And anyway, it’s not up to me.
It lasted a while. But just ask the Nile what can come in a
while. A sundial keeps an illuminating file. That it shares
with the Nile. And if you ask the river well, at the right time
of day, in the necessary way, it will have telling things to
say. So place your ear to the ground, near a moist, teeming
mound, and kneel patiently and obeisantly, until it comes
around. And then, in a wry smile, through the wind, at a
pace to beguile, hear the clairvoyant Nile:
“Compile debris, some of it vile, that alters the course to the
sea. Happening many ages since, and long before antiquity.”
Joshua and L_____ soon gathered debris, some of it vile, all
of it free. And as the imperious Nile, it changed, then parted,
their course, forcing them by divided channels to make their
way to the sometime sea.
And that is what was to be.
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And what, in medicine, emotionally, provokes the sharpest
and deepest agony? For Joshua, the autopsy. Of the patient
whose hand he held during angiography. Alert, aware,
otherwise alone, and reclining in mortal fear. She insisted he
stay near, and whisper comfort in her ear. That she could
only abide technology’s wild ride if he never left her side.
And he hadn’t lied. And she was not denied. Till the
vivisection was complete, that the creator, in his wisdom,
felt most mete. And even still he maintained his vigil,
despite the dissection of his will, till the necropsy,
exhausted, had no secrets left to spill.
And still we question the sense that design is ill.
Of everything he saw, this stays raw. She wasn’t so old that
it imposed to live, but the insults to her heart her heart
could not forgive.
And now we must seek oceans, deeper and broader than
seas. For on this earth, only oceans profess to hold life’s
keys.
But insight has no right to effacement. And their waters
remain ill at ease.
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A source of modern biological investigation is Malthus, and
his Essay on Population. Darwin read it suggestively. His
insistence on a struggle for existence relied on the book’s
persuasion that resources grow arithmetically, populations
exponentially. To which he added the notion that the fittest
will have won the resulting competition. A prescription for
evolving creation and friction. Assuming uniformitarianism
isn’t a fiction.
Malthus wrote in an age when socialist ideas were the rage
on the avant-garde stage. But he took exception to one
contention. That only those born late to the human line
could enjoy a utopian socialist design. A defect easy to
assess in all our notions of progress. And suggesting a
higher threshold of ideality. That it apply retroactively. And
so subsume the last with the past. Origination with
culmination.
Medicine became supernumerary, with the first mortal loss
to humanity.
And so medicine falls outside essentiality, in the penumbra
of need. When it is the creed of the umbra, the axis and
fulcrum of the vital deed, that we must find, fix, formulate,
and heed. Or live the life and suffer the death of the demon
seed, without intervention or relief. Even as we cling to the
frail provisionality of proximal faith and distal belief.
Salvation deserves a better, more rigorous, representation.
Or let it be put to sleep.
And thus did Joshua speak.
Of celestial revolutions, organic evolutions, cognitive
effusions, and incontestable solutions.
That he would continue determinedly to seek.
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The break was not a stake delivered to a core. But
incidental, incremental. As a falling feather can untether an
avalanche of golden ore. And if not, then perhaps one falling
feather more.
For history has often shown how little can unleash a war.
As insult, misunderstanding, and unwillingness to please
were keys in the seminal analyses of Thucydides. Of the
internecine conflicts among cities of the Peloponnese. That
brought ancient Athens to her knees.
Henry Miller’s destiny caught speed across the sea, a year or
two shy of forty. In Paris he would risk, as Icarus, the
challenge of the solar disk, an immensity of intensity.
In later hours he’d find balmier bowers, in pacific cascades
of western blades, ringed by fresh females nude as flowers.
As Joshua knew from a magazine interview.
But something in the article would deliver the trigger. And
the test once begun of the priesthood of a surrogate sun
was done.
Then administratively undone. They wouldn’t let him go, as
if they claimed to know that this was his appointed place,
from which to serve and service the race. Though Joshua
saw the enterprise as bearing a mechanic’s face.
But his attending physician praised a magician, with skills
and judgment and insight superior to any other clinician she
had ever trained.
On Joshua such comments sometimes rained. Indifferently,
as he was anomalously veined. And remained unstained by
praise unchained.
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All of which he maintained he disdained.
And, for all we know, manufactured in his brain.
And then they took a chance . . . The opposite, really. And
suggested a leave of absence. So as not to sever all
connection. With unmitigated violence. And allow him the
leisurely opportunity to reconsider his direction.
Which he received as innocent projection. But accepted their
benign correction to his plans. Acting as if they were his
fans. The august deans with their carefully guarded tans.

In the next hour he went to the airport. To see a friend. And
tour the tower.
But the view and the taste were sour.
He felt disembodied. As if he had endlessly partied.
But there was work to be done. And answers to be won.
Though he was about to be Marjoried.
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His mentor, from research, took his daughter to a center of
music and play, in mountains not too far away. And then
came the day to pick her up from her stay. Newly free from
responsibility, Joshua was encouraged to come along. And
what could possibly go wrong? In an enclave of youth and
song?
Joshua, his mentor, and his mentor’s wife enjoyed a
friendship free from strife, ever since Joshua’s wife left his
life.
Joshua would rather think than drink, but on this night, to
be frank, he drank. They shared a room but not a bed.
Though separate rooms, in retrospect, should have been
chosen instead. Which they’d perhaps have known, had any
of them been salaciously read.
It wasn’t Joshua’s notion, whose stomach was in commotion,
and whose head was spinning. Without a thought to losing,
winning, or sinning. But belatedly, or extemporaneously, his
mentor sent his wife to Joshua’s bed.
And an hour later, his mentor wished they all were dead,
and barricaded the bathroom, and screamed until his veins
ran red.
And breakfast that next cold morning was frozen solid with
dread.
After the daughter’s performance, and a long ovation, the
ride home was fenced with polite conversation. The whitewashed surface of a seething vulcanization.
In what has come to be known as mentor nation.
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For years their marriage had been open. But from that point
on the practice lay broken.
Joshua’s friend never spoke of it again. But it brought his
mentoring to an end.
Though the wife had other issues to mend. For which Joshua
was called to attend. For the next month or so they’d often
convene, and discuss the ambience of the scene. Initially
over Japanese cuisine. But soon her interest in hotels grew
keen. In weaning herself from a viscous marriage, and
feeding a new routine. With Joshua, we mean. Whose mind
she found alluringly daunting, and whose manner
refreshingly serene. Someone on whom she felt she could
lean. In living the legend of Evangeline.
But at the moment of reveal, he brought it to an end.
Joshua having gone too far in violating a friend.

His divorce remained unfinished business. Legally and
emotionally. The connotations of medicine, in myth and
aura, were powerless to effectuate a textbook caesura. And
all the common remedies were anodynes pro forma. But he
had yet to investigate the power of art to transfigure fate.
To an experimental eye, it’s certainly worth a try. To test if it
offers nourishment, or just a pie in the sky.
Is the play the thing? Or does he need a quid pro quo,
someone to accept a second ring?
Time can keep a secret, so time may not tell if anything
bodes well.
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He’d fictionalize the story to try to explain why his marriage
flamed without glory.
And in the effort to understand that life’s at least an hour’s
drive from the nearest Disneyland. And any being planned.
And that maturity is diplomacy, infused with magnum doses
of necromancy.
But finding maturity prickly, Joshua now looks sickly.
Though in conversation with Malraux, the chaplain of Glierès
maintained there are no grownups any time, anywhere.
Not among any of us breathing mortal air.

And now I think I’ll have a pear. And just in case you’d like
one too, I have two to spare. And I’m more than willing to
share.
And in the event you easily scare, there’s little need to
beware the pear.
Unlike the apple and Iced Tea Snapple (which, in quantity
but alone, has been known to grow a kidney stone—a
condition with which I’d rather not grapple (medicine being
pricy, so I’d be forced to hold a raffle, whose take is always
dicey)).
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The immediately preceding, as I’m sure you guessed, was
Joshua’s work. An interpolation. He just confessed. I’ll leave
to you the interpretation. But I see it as a kind of
desecration. Especially given its location.
And to think. I’m doing this for free. As an avocation.
Without the prospect of remuneration. And I certainly don’t
expect an ovation. Or think it will cause a sensation. Or
merit a proclamation.
But I like the act of creation. Even for someone else’s
occasion. And now I’ll try to continue to sing my eleison.

He wrote the play a scene a day, preferring to write right
after midnight. To the servers’ chagrin or delight. Depending
on whether they got out of bed on the left or the right. And
night after night he made quite a sight, with up to eleven
cups of coffee marshaled to the fight. But his schedule
wasn’t tight, and at the height of his effort, his muse would
take flight. After a change of seat and a bite to eat, and
despite a vagrant yawn, he’d often reach the beach in time
to greet the bright white dawn. And so, for the next three
weeks, he faithfully carried on. Until his feet would meet a
dew-bespangled lawn, to find, complete, A Passion of the
Mind.
But did it achieve the end for which it was designed, in flesh,
not rind? The exorcism of a beleaguered passion and mind?
Nothing of the kind. Despite its dramatic expostulations in
dialogue ruled and lined.
To paraphrase the words of a spirit resigned. Joshua. Among
the sirens. Still lost and blind.
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Postscript
It’s dense, intense, of unrestricted license. Or loose, diffuse,
detached as a caboose. Of uncertain use. Trailing
instantaneous truths. Drunk on a bottle of Goose. Gray to
the day of disuse. Fighting a case of misuse. Still deficient in
proofs.
Don’t pretend your life will end. Don’t assume a cosmic
gloom. Don’t presume to wrack and ruin a well-appointed
room. Not this soon.
At least respect the scheduled doom. Announced by one last
sonic boom. And then we’ll all go poof. As God retires the
spoof.
And it won’t matter if Joshua, or Alexia, or the even more
sorely Mad Hatter, proves the most aloof.
When we all go through the roof.
Or maybe it will matter more. Once we answer the ringing
door.
Just don’t lose count of the score. I implore, I implore, I
implore.
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The Third Book of Joshua
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The Third Book of Joshua
By a lot, this is the age that time forgot. As it once forgot
the Gordian knot.
For time is an antediluvian rhyme, reserved but preserved in
the gestures of a mime. All of it undeserved. As we claim in
the name of the underserved.
Continuing to label the fields of Cain and Abel sodden with
the wrath and entrails of crime. Laden with magenta filth
and grime.
Fomenting in brewer’s time.
But now let’s advance to brighter things. Cycling fast at last
through mod4 springs. And see what perspective a fresh
star brings. Within the Constellation of the Car. Not far from
the Consolidation of the Scar, to the east of the Cluster of
the Rings. Through which a new-born sky sings.
As it shields the world with silver wings. Impatient to learn
of ancient things.
For a clue to what tomorrow brings.
That Joshua would challenge from the Valley of the Kings.
The better to unfetter the force of springs. Surging forth as
the source of unfamiliar tidings.
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He had written a play to drive demons away. Much as “God
bless you” is meant to do. Though a demonic sneeze is
exorcised with greater ease than circumstantial disease. He
doubted the result, but before committing to the care of
despair, he thought to test it with acid to spare. To see how
it would fare. He called the woman who was still his wife
(legality drifting as glacial ice), and gingerly arranged to
meet. To learn if a literary knife could effect a cathartic feat.
Or send Aristotle to another defeat. They met at a park near
her work, where centuries before tar had gone berserk.
Armed with an imaginative act, how would he react? In the
past his defenses wouldn’t last when facing threats of a
sexual cast. And, for what he lacked, as Maginot attacked,
cracked.
But artistic creativity can usurp sexuality, seeding
potentiality. In the power to urge disparities to merge, and
fuse, against resistance, worlds into existence. And change
the course of clinical history surrogately. As a paradigm
shifts the perimeters of the condign. And line contours with
objects in mind. Left, right, and behind.
And what did Joshua find?
Surveyors’ signs of a landscape realigned. And evidence of
propensities reassigned. In personalities subtlely redesigned.
And no longer justifiably resigned. As formerly inclined. And
for which he sometimes pined, paradoxically defined.
His initial view had been premature. Art can do more than
endure. It can offer an alternative to a cure.
Maybe. He couldn’t yet be sure.
But Joshua wanted more. And soon he’d begin to explore if
poetry can open a bolted door. As the sesame of yore.
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It’s hard to find relief from every mode of belief. It’s hard to
find a thief committed to a laurel wreath.
But nothing less could give poetry teeth. As philosophy once
had, in the days when it was recalcitrant and mad. But now
it’s mostly sad.
And at its best, no better than a fad.
But poetry and philosophy appropriately seek to reach high
C.
Or they aren’t worth the price of tea.
But objectivity and subjectivity, within some mode of
connectivity, must block the path of human misery. Or we
scrape residues of dignity off beakers blown for chemistry.
And there you go, Ivanhoe. Back to the field to reap and
sow at the handle of a hoe. And no more love and glory, but
only worry, work, and woe. Today, as long ago.

And now some maxims on sound and sense and the skillful
and willful art of pretence.
When writing poetry, most importantly, don’t throw words
around just because you like the sound.
Though every now and then sound resounds justifiably, as
birds have come to see.
Though even here there’s often a care with courtship in the
air.
So beware when you dismiss the sound for want of
something more profound.
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For sound can be a ground, as hair takes the measure of air.
And when you’re given to stare, let sound direct you
oppositely to a lair so fair you’re speechless once you’re
there.

To pass the time in hell intellectuals would recite and tell
anything they knew, regardless of how well. At Auschwitz,
Dachau, and Bergen-Belsen to have nothing to say
amounted to sin. Comparatively, to insanity. And just in
case time was a ring, Joshua began memorizing. Poetry, as
a rule, intensively in medical school. Daily, as cognitive
candy, proved especially handy. Though classmates seemed
to choose brandy (again, showing bias to pharmacology).
(Though poems are chemistry, and neurobiology, too. So
give ideas their due.)
It’s later now than we think. / And life is on the brink. /
And everything’s at risk. / Including the kitchen sink.
Joshua wrote poetry virtually unconsciously. Once he
decided its utility, lines came to him involuntarily. The
opening line decreed the pace and the design. And
consistency, an inner determinacy, gave the poem its face.
And a place within the objective race. Parameterized case by
case. With the linearity of lace.
And they come with such a force, to overwhelm remorse.
And their truth is the tooth of desire. Taut as the strings of
the lyre.
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Of all the poets Joshua committed to study and to memory,
Emily Dickinson most influenced him. India believes that the
Vedas require that “one becomes what one admires.” At the
start Joshua aspires to emulate the poet of sovereign
desires. As his first opus will show us:
Death is not vacuity. / It has its forms, I know. /
Shadow of pearl, / light of amber, / over the rim of gaul.
And that was all. But a beginning is sometimes small. Then
grows as the poet scales each successive coral wall. Joshua
develops as a spider’s web envelops: patiently. And he
seems to avoid a nursery-rhyme fall.
One day his poetry may be out for all to see. And even
though it’s not, I don’t want to quote extensively.
But just one more, if you’ll humor me:
I lean upon a moment / both in and out of time. / As lucid as
conception, / as lyrical as rhyme. // A lithe interpolation, /
reflected as refrain, / upon the still-born waters / of
immemorial pain.
There. You see. Poetry. Two stanzas worth. For free.
But now that I’m on it, how about a sonnet?
(Aside, whispered) Do you have any sonnets? . . . (Pause)
(Aside, continuing) Time won’t allow. I need one now . . .
(To the reader) Ah . . . It appears he didn’t write many . . .
Or any.
(Aside) What’s that? . . .
He says sonnets have worn out their welcome, like bonnets.
Well, never mind. Here’s another kind:
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I did discern / a caustic turn / in fate’s capricious play. // A
somber hue, / a shadow’s clue, / as presaging dismay. //
Appeal was past, / the die once cast, / no bartering away. //
No sleight of hand, / no prayerful stand, /no conjuring
allay— // with certainty / of judgment—the / ill verdict of
decay.
Now it begins to come alive—the stanzas having grown to
five. Obviously, as you can see, he liked tight meters and
rhythmic repeaters. And finally (I know you don’t believe
me) something a little freer:
Say my name to me, / belatedly, / in this the cool
cellophane night, / the splintering Plexiglas night. //
To complement transparency, / an after image of cancelli, /
in milk-weed whispers, / wistfully, / say my name to me
tonight.
So, was I right? But the subject matter matters more. The
tragic vision of life as war—cold, randomly brutish, and
egregiously sore. Not much worth living today, nor all the
millennia before.
Or is poetry a libretto for an undiscovered score? As Malraux
surmised, and Lazarus swore.
But generality won’t abstract through an open door.
By the end of the year he was able to clear a folio of poems.
Distempered Lyrics dispossessed and exiled from their
homes. And a poem disenfranchised endlessly roams.
And worlds are tomes of just such poems.
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But poetry is a form of impotency, juxtaposed against
technology. And lacks the birthright of philosophy, that
conceived of science in defiance of nature’s hegemony.
And invested its scepter with the protean power of a
protector.
Poetry protects as a chant infects. But a magic act is a
technological pact. Backed with mechanical fact. Where what
we conceal inks the deal. Less than we see is magical
reality.
And humor can spread a rumor. As a president can hardly
shed the mispronunciation of Cuba. Despite the apotheoses
that martyrs tread. In the cauldron of a nova’s fusing
elements to lead.
As windmills once ground the wheat needed for our bread.
And poetry exploits the gaps in what we’ve long been fed.
Though a tactician’s head will read gaps as traps. And gaps
are a blemish on ancient maps. As ours will one day appear,
perhaps. Unless the world happens to suffer a premature
collapse. And discover eternity tucked away in the corner of
one of our afternoon naps.
Between a glass of ice-cold milk and a plate of Oreo cookies.
In a universe now permanently at ease. Having abandoned
the effort to please.
But Joshua was far from his ease. And looking to the west,
he spied unquiet seas. With the threat of rats bearing
catastrophic disease. And bats aloft or crowding all the
eaves. For he knew the sort of brocades destiny weaves.
Isn’t that right, Mr. Jeeves?
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Decisions, decisions, everywhere, even for someone who
thinks she’s a seer. For even a seer has novelty to hear.
Unless she’s a perfect seer, and then she’ll have nothing to
fear. But then life’s no longer a ride, where accidents can
chide, but an exhaustively planned and protected parade,
dust-covered, and staid.
But soon Joshua will have to see about impossibility.
The art of the word may not part the sea. But can visual art
go on a spree, and show the world what it means to be free?
And turn the long-sought key.
Let’s see.
To what degree a painted chapel can reverse the damage of
an unresisted apple.
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He had studied art history considerably, in college and
before. So the subject was not a mystery, especially art of
the twentieth century. He had especially communed with
abstraction, from Kandinsky and Mondrian, Miro and Klee, to
the expressionism of a later day.
So he bought some water colors, and the recommended
paper, to glean where abstraction might stray.
Then he threw down some strokes at random, others in
tandem, still more with abandon. He had fashioned a row—
involuntarily, though—with no clue where to go. No criteria
for what was good and what was grades below.
Now he moves to the mirror. To assess his skill as an
illustrator. He’ll try to render a face, and observe how
closely it contours a trace.
It’s only a sketch. Ten minutes or less. In green and brown.
And when he looks down, he’s tense. But . . . it’s not a
stretch. To see a striking resemblance.
But he needed to learn to see, and extrinsic standards for
rendering satisfactorily. Visually, to what was he drawn most
passionately? For that would decide the test of his pride. The
female form would be his guide, and her countenance its
override. Once personality was reared, a vital threshold
would have been cleared. The more subtle the mood, the
more skill had accrued.
And the particular source he chose was the face of the
desert rose. The incantation he had photographed the
morning of the blue December draft. Blowing from the city
to the sea. The bride of his art she would be. That his wife
would soon cringe to see. Stunned at the usurpation of her
regality.
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He drew on coarse, unrecommended paper, to make the
challenge that much greater. The utility of which every
creator comes to acknowledge sooner or later. But later than
coaches who bought it and taught it from the fields of a
Pleistocene glacier to the swamps of the Mesozoic gator.
Even as players brought it and fought it. And ancient
Olympians presumably sought it. Or what’s an oracle for.
To draw representationally is to see non-schematically—nonconceptually. And the easiest way to reveal what
programmatic responses conceal is through the rotational
surreal. So upside down the subject goes, to free the
tethered eye from “presume” and “suppose.”
But a person need not be dead on her head. A photographic
image can reflect instead.
He’d start at the eye and spiral away to the edge of a
storm’s chiral display. As a globe is chiral night and day. And
form’s a conservative array. Each work fanned out from a
line in the sand. Where its forerunner had taken a stand.
Disembarking to find the next undiscovered land. All within
the sway of a seeing hand.
And as he worked to model personality, he found himself
less vulnerable to relationality. The I and Thou that
potentiates the human antiphonal comedy.
The better Joshua draws, the less contention hammers and
saws.
A result that had to give him pause. And suggest the force
of synthetic laws. As cause requisitions flaws. Such that
even Frege bled from its scissoring claws.
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So art emerged as a Scottish Wha Hae, a call and a weapon
of vivisection. Less the embrace of veridical space than a
prescient kiss of analysis. And then a fist through a sentient
mist.
To and through pencil and pen, charcoal and oil pastel.
The turn of a wrist is a ring, not a tryst, within an equatorial
pictorial place.
And a ring is both bounded and free. As Lincoln lived love,
eternally.
And metaphor is not the key. To a riddle perceived nonobjectively.
But Joshua was still circumspectly circumnavigating a
deliquescent desert sea.
Renoir had one regret. That he had painted more than a
single subject. As Kierkegaard consigned purity of heart to
the willing of a single thing. The precision of the vision of the
monotheistic mission. That anything contains everything,
from a heuristic or deistic position.
Whatever the conceptualization, Joshua saw his favored face
as the countenance of creation. And painted her religiously,
with monastic dedication. Not just as an instrument of an
artist’s education.
Tears are fears of robotic gears. Not at the threat of rust,
but as a token of emotion and lust. In a bed of ash and dust.
That somehow we came to trust.
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Representation was not to be Joshua’s destination. But the
figure and face would always grace a controlling fascination.
Able to rip the soul, young or old, out of any relationship. As
African photography crushes dimensionality. To a flatland of
geometry. In footprints of up-to-date archeology. Without
the wait.
He continued to assay and play, until, over a dell, he came
to chalk pastel. Where for a time he chose to dwell, to
plumb a representational well.
Picasso rode Vermeer over an Italian veneer. An art of a
detailed working out, not Rubenesque, with brushstrokes
lashed about. A form to disarm, not charm. To delineate, not
rusticate. In a place where line rules an abstract fate. A
potentate of conceptual space.
But chalk, as talk, has limits of resolution. Staring down a
dust storm and a trenchant contusion. So it was no use to
hurl abuse. Or shatter fatter pigment sticks. One must be
prudent in the fights one picks. Or be prepared to take one’s
licks.
Even against museum board and the face it almost depicts.
As it’s pointless to blame the candles for refusing to light
without wicks.
Or mosquitoes for not being ticks.
But truth has its tricks and often pricks.
And sometimes what’s bleeding won’t submit to the fix.
Sometimes it’s the future, not the past, that predicts.
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As Maimonides rehearsed, before his universe reversed.
And greeted the result as the best, not the worst.
As it was for Alexander, and legions of reasons of seasons of
treasons. Of the accurst.

But Joshua must first show and sell. And selling a pastel is
an occupation in hell. It’s often hard to find the heart even
to start to part with art. Especially at the point when it’s set
to depart. And even long after the scar can smart. As a soul
once punctured by a silver-tipped dart.
And some things don’t sell very well. On the why of which
we needn’t dwell. For it’s much as the cause of an ocean
swell. Lost in a time too distant to tell. Before there was
ever a heaven or hell.
And then, again, abruptly, mortality interrupted the reverie.
And despite his efforts, multi-directionally, Joshua had not
yet come to be. But no door is locked to mortality.
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Speaking as a native Nevadan, the oasis of Vegas made us.
The crust of the desert is quicksand to lust. As also the hotel
bed to which the wolf and his sheep are led. And where Little
Red Riding Hood bled.
And so we wind back to the sacred dead. Of mothers and
fathers who once were young and sprightly, and demurely
and politely unwed. And ready to spread a tale with every
sail. And yearning to live and rise within the sextant of each
other’s iridescent eyes.
His parents flew to Vegas on a lark. And to enjoy the city
with another of his mother’s distantly visiting brothers. But
the city of electricity turned dark and stark. When, in the
back seat of a cab, at their leisure, horror paid a visit in the
specter of his mother’s seizure. And the city, and life, and
everything else, would never again please her.
Cataclysm was an aneurysm. Cerebrally, of the anterior
communicating artery.
But tragedy is protean, and can play more tunes than
anyone assumes. Even more than an accordion.
For chaos, in all its forms, feeds the repertoire of the
discordion.
Success is a rarer address. The horrific is non-specific.
He met them at the airport on a bright and shiny day
experienced by all as gloweringly gray. The family for which
she had labored and cared was somber, subdued, and
scared. And no one dared to speculate about blind and
relentless fate.
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Surgery was needed, but prudence was heeded. The trauma
to tissues had to subside, for his mother to have a chance to
survive. Let alone any hope to thrive. For the next three
weeks, in intensive care, she would try to rest. Digest
events. And wrest sanity from mortality. While Joshua went
on a quest to secure the neurosurgically best. And no one
denied his request. To try to rescue a life from death.
For Joshua was still family to the medical community.
Especially in a time of calamity. When, controlled
experiments have sometimes shown, medicine trumps
profanity.
The wait was a vigil, of days to kill. As the headache
threatened to still her will. And Joshua stayed near her side,
with trays of hope to fill. As the outcome never boded
anything but ill. Despite a persistent nightingale perched on
the window sill.
They had the choice of surgeons whose fame spread far and
wide. But chose a local name, of one whose skill and pride
had never lost a patient, no matter how treacherous the
ride. And in whose hands fate always felt ignominiously
defied. That was the surgeon to have on one’s side.
Pressured by the options that continued to abide.
Eventually the time would come to beat the slow but steady
drum of mortal life come to sum.
He’d never see his father cry, until the moment would arrive
to bid his wife goodbye. As she left on her journey to
surgery that she would not fully survive.
An outcome not quite as good as to die.
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Despite each optimistic lie.
Vanquished with a sigh. And laid to rest with a lullaby.
Much as Hindus would try to coax their children not to cry,
but just “look at the world going by.”
The aneurysm burst on the operating table. Transforming
her life from fiction to fable. For her memory would now be
smooth as sable. And tears were due, for as long as she was
able, to see through and through what she could no longer
label.
She was herself, less a few percent, but just ask God what
decimals meant when the world was young and heaven sent.
And how they prevent an apocalyptic event. And how a mind
once supple can be irreversibly bent. At the price of a few
percent.
And it’s more than a question of intent. Though that’s
enough to leave a moral order rent.
And Russian novelists, of a bygone age, in a race to vent.
But “I’ll teach you differences,” injects the discerning Kent.
Though only Wittgenstein, perhaps, centuries later, knew
the depth of what he meant.
The recovery from surgery was arduous, for all of us.
Months of hospitalization and rehabilitation followed the
arterial sequestration. But the surgeon did not err in the
repair. And in the decade of her life that would remain, the
wound that plagued her brain never threatened her again.
But though the aneurysm hadn’t forged a fatal schism, it put
out a radiant flame.
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His mother had worked as the assistant to a dentist. Some
years before her illness she introduced her son to their
hygienist. They dated, then separated. But every day prior
to surgery, she called Joshua religiously. Helping him
prodigiously. Until she vanished with the urgency. But
women were rarely at his side when life served up its
cyanide.
Beauty and Truth are curiosities, expressed as limits of
generalities. The one of form, the other of object. The one
forlorn, the other a project.
And what is the antipode of abstract power? The flower of
the hour. And they meet in what they devour.
And cower in the glare of a polyglot tower.
But an object is not an anecdote. And beauty no antidote.
And truth one day will elope. Or there never was, and never
will be, any hope. And it’s not enough just to cope. When
we’re all at the end of our rope. Having run through every
thinkable trope. And every alternative pope.
And Sorrow names a person and a pageantry of misery.
Drew Van Gogh, dispassionately. And desperately. As
Dostoevsky.
And so, to break a hex, let’s investigate sex. As if we needed
a pretext.
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He made a call and down the hall a partner appeared.
Exactly as he had feared. Exactly as everyone fears.
Regardless of how it appears.
The memory sears, but heat is always a Promethean feat.
And usually hard on the feet. To make a “rounded
catalogue” complete. For the poet of death a sweet treat.
Her father was an early master of computers, and ran a
great city’s system. But she was one of the world’s great
disputers. And told cold lies. And one could scarcely resist
them. And she could talk, as others walk: without thought or
effort. And she was better without clothes than anyone
would ever suppose. As many a man knows. And which, for
a fee, she’d agree to disclose. As almost everyone knows.
And so she chose to sleep her young womanhood away.
Because of the pay, from her very first half-legal essay. And
shame and guilt felt they’d rather not stay. Suspicious as
they were of her claim that she used her nights to play. And
downplayed the question of pay. Insisting she’d have done it
anyway. But then, she always held truth at bay.
Periodically she’d call. But Joshua had put up a mending
wall. That took two months to fall. By the fourth of July the
wait had precipitated a date. Conventional, if late. She lived
with her sister who had a young child. And both smiled the
same Hellenic smile. As a siren, with just a hint of guile.
Dark and brooding but soothing all the while.
Joshua did not pay that day. And from then on, that was
their way. Though Joshua soon chose the sister as someone
with whom to play.
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Of the life of an escort there is much to report. And this
knowledge too Joshua sought. Which, unlike services, can’t
be bought. Any more than it can be taught. He thought.
He took her to three clients. To investigate the science.
One was on record, and provided a perk. At play and at
work. And his wife was pregnant, so he could lose his shirt.
If she ever found out what work was about.
So Joshua’s friendship could have no heart, and was doomed
from the start. For they each had to play too much of a part.
And neither knew the liar’s art. As well as the one who
brought them together, and pushed them apart.
And a world of lies is a world of spies. In which only reality
dies.
Then he bought her a car.
Yes, I know, it’s far from the norm, and sounds bizarre. But
Joshua still had eccentricities to perform.
And the car was a loan. An abstraction. Much as a prism or
cone. Just outside the veridical zone.
To which Joshua’s mind was prone. In neighborhoods he
might one day own. At a date he was always willing to
postpone.
Eventually one comes to learn that lies are as unstable as
skies. And just as thin a foundation. And so at best a
recreation to test the limits of provocation. Only truth can
give us chills and justify elation. Within the walls of
premeditation. Where we may stay the duration.
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But condensation is no lie at the conference of earth and
sky.
Shaw asked when. We ask why. You must be a warrior to
fight the horror. With a soul of steel to bear the reveal.
And slice the time to heal.
But if there is nothing to feel, is life any less real? As a letter
without a seal? Or a world grown blue sans teal?

But now I must pause for a meal. I’m sure we made such a
deal. So now for some tuna, salmon, and eel.
I don’t think I’m eating enough. The life of a writer is rough.
And the stomach can find it especially tough. And I’ve
almost run out of stuff.
But maybe it’s all just a bluff.
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I’m back. To the rack. What’s good for Lear is good for all
the pack. We require sufficient fire to mold us into shape.
And if we are lucky we learn before we burn. And earn a
trust before we combust. And discern as Solomon, how to be
just. Before we hit the dust. Or oxidize to rust. The parts
that are iron and cannot lust. For life, death, or a fraternity
of trust. Which, for an animal prescient of death, is a must.
Unless our thought runs deeper than the thickest tectonic
crust. Of all the worlds whose elbows we have brushed. And
all the souls who spirits we have crushed. From wanderlust.
The lies lay exhausted three months in. It was time to
examine the other side of sin. He took back the car. And just
in case he might miss her, began to see a third, an older,
sister. By three years, but who shared careers. The first had
kept them apart, because she knew, once they met, what
might start. And it did, that first night, as soon as they were
in each other’s sight.
And this was a pairing that just might be right. She had her
own car, and wasn’t a liar. And her heart burned with a
brighter fire.
By coincidence or design, she had begun to tire of a
simulacrum of desire. Luckily just before the choice became
dire. Throughout the entire empire. And regardless of
allegiance to steeple or spire.
As if someone had raised someone’s ire. And for all we
know, it was the liar.
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Their relationship began on a Friday night. But that Sunday
she had royalty to service, and service right. Royalty
rescued from a desert fight. Some hours later she returned
drenched in drink. But she could clearly think. No more
pretend. Her career had come to an end.
And now, with Joshua’s help, she would try to mend what a
year in the life can irreparably rend.
While Joshua too would begin to pursue his way back from a
Diaspora.
Sketching the fauna and flora to the cadence of a coloratura.

Rhythm and rhyme in poetry are as experimentation and
quantification in science’s methodology: an avenue of
discovery.
As Michelangelo was lost without constraint. In stone, verse,
or paint.

They lived in a room within a zoom. But the closet,
lengthwise, could accommodate a broom. The refrigerator
and stove—or what there was of them—occupied an oblong
alcove. The entrance was a sliding glass door; the bathroom
had plumbing but little more. So house-cleaning was a
minimal chore. All in all it bore a striking resemblance to an
undersized Egyptian tomb. Where lovers could live until the
world went boom. But alone, it was doom.
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Where love is a rarity, life, even in June, is commonly
barbarity. And if you don’t believe me, just ask the introvert
moon. But don’t expect an answer anytime soon. For the
moon’s a bit of a loon. Unsurprising for a world that hums a
solitary tune.
But sooner or later he’d have to do more than date her. And
take another chance on being a relater. Or a least assume
the role of her inseminator. So she could live the dream of
procreator. For despite her recent vintage, she saw in him
far more than just a satyr.
Joshua wasn’t cruel, but indisputably a fool. Seemingly
committed to a diet of water and gruel.
Her waitress job didn’t pay well but at least she served
without having to sell. And lived stories a daughter could
show and tell.
But Joshua, as we have said, never read fate in a marriage
bed.
And so she stole away one day instead.
And how did Joshua react to her disappearing act?
He didn’t attack, but painted her back. Until her soul came
to dwell in pastel.
And that nothing would go awry, he also painted goodbye to
the sister of the serpentine lie.
But why do women abandon him so furtively?
You tell me.
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Joshua still had much to learn. And even more to earn.
Before he could unlearn the terms of false concern. On
which everything would turn.
And now he spins left. Then right. Then out of sight.
Of the bright shadows alleging the reversibility of light.
And every day will one day show the depth of the dark
night.
But now we spiral away from footprints left in clay.
And life is not an array. Nor can we measure the day, nor
any length of stay. Regardless of what we feel tempted or
coerced to say.
For the voice in the wilderness exacts redress. Of the
devouring labyrinth of more or less. And this is what he
must learn to confess.
For these are the ends to which rigor ascends.
And nothing else lends an answer.
For Brahma, or Vishnu, or Shiva the dancer.
For time is the sign of the knife. The destroyer, and the
enhancer.
The model of precision is skepticism. And wherever we look
it can arise, to stare down our trusting eyes. As if the world
were in disguise, and reality an act of compromise.
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And now we leave Joshua behind, to seek for that which he
would find. Those things for which he always pined. As
Emily, in mansions of the mind.
But freedom, unlike justice, is not blind. And divinity
remains the undefined.

Let’s sing a song. I’ll hum along.
Over and over,
under and in,
the game we lose
we also win.
The path we choose
debuts our sin.
Angels refuse
to mount a pin.
Always by twos
odd worlds begin.
A song can clear the air. Webbed and in need of repair.
As Sappho, that the dead could have such hair.
But now, as the way narrows, of whatever can save us, in
song or verse, abundant or terse, we must especially
beware.
Siddhartha sought to end disease, old age, and death, here
and now. But how? Not in a laboratory, through technology.
Certainly not 550 BC. But if not, then what?
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The reality extends to the limits of conceptuality. And no
further.
But can we subject a concept to first degree murder?
That was the Buddha’s attempt under the bodhi tree. Where
he let fly the concepts of mortality. In the land of the sacred
cow. But how?
For Aristotle the syllogism was the model. The Buddha came
before, but logic is a door.
1. The real lasts.
Unlike the ephemeral shadow a dream casts.
2. Nothing lasts.
What Siddhartha sees, in the breeze, of life’s unaccountable
pasts.
3. Nothing is real.
This is the seal, the Buddhist reveal. That peals away the
skin of disease, old age, and death. The mask and breadth
of mortality. To steal freedom from the wheel.
But does its logic anneal? Regardless of how it makes us
feel. For as much as we might wish, happiness is a
parenthesis.
Its second proposition is a supposition. Is it true? I ask you.
It is a belief. And belief is a thief of despair. Not a definitive
cure for grief, or every weight of care. As a gingerbread god
may be a fraud.
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Something we cannot necessarily applaud.
Can we do better? Can we free ourselves, with certainty,
from every conceivable fetter?
Not faith or belief in a possibility, but incontestable relief
through a rigorous certainty.
Let us see. Let us see.
And let us consider too why skepticism arises so easily. And
why Shakespearean wisdom takes the form of a tautology.
And why the mark of enlightenment is laughter, both
immediately before, and after. And why God is imagined to
be a singular thing, or nothing.
Considerations that ring everything.
And whether a falling tree makes a sound, when there is no
one around. If the world disappears when we close our eyes,
to return as a child’s surprise. If reality is curtained with lies.
And if life, or death, both, or neither, is the thing to despise.

Buddhism posits causality as bookends of reality. Dependent
origination is a causal explication. Spinoza too colored his
thought in causality’s hue.
But then the world made room for Hume. We receive
negativity as a mode of savagery. But houses of cards are
not structures but shards. And place holders are multipliers.
Send insufficiency our regards.
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Hume has stood where nothing else would. The spell of the
past has no certain cast. Cannot last to suture the future.
If not the past, what of reality will hold fast?
Only what comes last.
And so the future decides the past.
Is reality, then, not done? It has not yet begun. So far as we
can say. Regardless of how we pray.
What then, must we fear? Only what can guarantee it will
not disappear.
For thresholds on high, nothing far, nothing near.
If we hold rigor dear.
As God, ensconced beyond provisional fear.
What can justify a tear? What we claim, there or here, that
certifies what must appear. Of which rigor will not hear.
If not the Buddhist ephemeral, what generality must last?
A temporal fast:
1. The past cannot guarantee the future.
2. The future decides the past.
That God can change his mind, and rescue, or reverse, what
has been left far behind. Even as to a holocaust, and
everything ever lost.
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And if you dare think otherwise, you do not view the future
with untainted eyes. But everything you see is the devil in
disguise. And what you fail to realize is the source of what
you despise, in yourself and everything else. And the spring
of all your tears, and all your excoriating cries. And you will
suffocate, beneath an avalanche of cascading skies.
And that is the tragic vision, that undergoes revision, in the
practice of excision. At the limit of precision.

What of the story of our fall from glory?
Presumption is the sin, not the act of disobedient kin.
That not knowing what must come, we can assign an ethical
sum. Let alone an ontological one.
For the ground of time will not allow the tree of knowledge
to grow. In any form of world that we can ever know.
We think the opposite is so. But God, through time, says no.
And such a claim is the source of our pain, here, below. The
course of the fatal undertow. And rigor makes it so.
The condition of Eden is time. God’s challenge is to live
within a non-presumptive paradigm. And we left it for a trail
of pain. Of which nothing in the end can remain. But blades
of grass growing strong in the rain.

And so traditions can linger in error. In the guise of a secret
sharer.
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Gauss is the name of a mouse.
That had its run of the house.
Until a fire
enflamed desire
that Caspian seas couldn’t douse.
And so we clear the air of every possible care.
As Jesus, at a country fair.
But again we must beware of a temporizing stare.
Must dare to challenge every moment everywhere.
For salvation is extreme, as life to dream. And God is a
logician, magician, mathematician, working
assumptionlessly, circumscribed by certainty.
And reality is epistemology, as Socrates would see.
And how we describe unobservable worlds decides,
heuristically, what a fact shall be.
Where everything converges, nothing emerges. Not God, nor
hunger, nor the sea. Nor even you and me. And this too
infuses reality.
For one thing is nothing, epistemologically. And this is how
from nothing something can come to be. Reversibly.
The generality of meaning that we stretch to see.
Rigorously.
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A rose is a rose, as everyone knows. But what deeper truths
do tautologies disclose? With Cordelia dead, and through
tears that burn, Lear will discern, as best he can, that “a
man is a man.” And this will have taken a lifetime to learn.
But we have not yet seen how tautologies mean.
Let’s study an ocean in slow motion. A man is . . . what?
Tall? Strong? A warrior? An heir? Here? Near? Over there?
As Eckhardt’s daughter, we can only stare. And answer, “A
man,” against expectation of predication common or rare. It
means, as humor, by thwarting what we expect. Denying
our sense of what must come next.
And knowledge is a demonstration of just such expectation.
And its walls confine as prevarication.
But rigor demurs. Finding reason to doubt what we think
must come about.
As the past is a prison. And this the way out.
We wallpaper the future with prints from the past. And
marvel that pain can last and last.
As if guesswork is gain, and rigor too plain.
As if two things could ever be the same.
But that they cannot is what we forgot in journeying far
from Eden.
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Postscript
There is more to say. For another day. Without haste. But
for now, a taste.
The logic of our conceptual space, from another direction,
another place. Sought in wisdom and in grace.
The solution to the world, epistemically unfurled.
2≠1=0.
This the rigor of the trinity, and every mode of divinity.
And every claim to ever make of every path we ever take.
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The Books of Joshua
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